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Dear Readers,

F

or me, the end of fall and the start of
second quarter has always been a time of
reflection. Which classes do I need to try
harder in? What can I change about my surroundings
to make life easier? What habits do I need to form?
What can be improved?
This year, I have the feeling that I’m not the only one
reflecting or looking for improvement. In fact, in light
of recent events, I think the entirety of Upper Arlington
High School is in that same state of mind.
I was fortunate enough to attend a Design Thinking
Workshop with 27 students and 16 teachers at the
end of October. Led by Daniel Paccione, the IB
Coordinator and Director of Global Studies at EF
Academy, we spent the day learning a new way to go
about problem-solving. We first exercised this process
by brainstorming gift-giving ideas for our partners,
and then toward the end of the day we transferred our
knowledge onto the topic of improving UAHS. It was
almost unanimously agreed that what most needed to
be worked on was bringing joy back into the classroom.
Together, students and staff came up with amazing and

innovative ideas with the intent of implementing them
in the near future.
This workshop got me thinking. Although
sometimes it may not seem like it, we do attend a high
school where our voices are heard. That being said, if
there is a problem that you would like to address, speak
up. Chances are, there are others who feel the exact
same way that you do and would be willing to help you
achieve the change that you are trying to create.
Along those same lines, sophomores Dylan Carlson
Sirvent and Sophie Yang take on the topic of school
safety in this issue’s Spotlight story: “” (p.10). We are
aware of your concerns, and through this article, your
voices are being heard.
On a completely unrelated note, as you read this
issue, six Arlingtonian staff members including myself
are en route to the Journalism Education Association
Convention in Indianapolis. To see our daily
adventures while we immerse ourselves in the world
of journalism, add us on snapchat at uaARL, and stay
tuned to our Twitter (@Arlingtonians) and Instagram
(uaarlingtonian) as well. Go Bears!
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Arlingtonian Editorial Policy

Arlingtonian is provided free to all students and staff with
contributions from the generous people and businesses below

Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four weeks by the Journalism III-A
students at Upper Arlington High School.
The publication has been established as a
public forum for student expression and
for the discussion of issues of concern
to its audience. It will not be reviewed
or restrained by school officials prior to
publication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which
consists of the staff’s editors, will determine
the content of the newsmagazine and all
unsigned editorials; therefore, material
may not necessarily reflect the opinions or
policies of Upper Arlington school officials.
The views stated in editorials represent
that of a majority of the editorial board. No
single member of the editorial board can
be held responsible for editorial content
decisions. Signed columns or reviews
represent only the opinion of the author.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the
editor, guest columns and news releases
from faculty, administrators, community
residents, students and the general public.
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The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves
the right to withhold a letter or column
and return it for more information if it
determines the piece contains items of
unprotected speech as defined by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in
full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four
weeks. Arlingtonian and its staff will strive
to publish only legally protected speech
following the legal definitions for libel,
obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from printing
stories that create a material disruption of
school activities. Because the Arlingtonian
staff will determine content of the
publication, it will therefore also take
complete legal and financial responsibility
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not
avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of
possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, donations and fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and
enforce this editorial policy.
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The Chicago Cubs celebrate after winning the 2016 World Series against the Cleveland Indians 4-3. The
series went into extra innings in the seventh game on Nov. 2, with a final score of 8-7.

Chicago Cubs win the
2016 World Series

O

n Tuesday, Oct. 25, the Cleveland
Indians and the Chicago Cubs played
the first of seven games known as the
World Series.
Every year, the baseball season ends in
the World Series, a series of seven games
between two teams, the champion of the
American league and the champion of the

Mission
to Mars
NASA makes plans for the first
manned trip to Mars

P

resident Barack Obama recently
announced his partnership with
NASA and over 1,000 companies
across the nation. The plan: to have
Americans on Mars by 2030.
In a document titled “Journey to Mars,”
NASA outlines its hopes to discover four
things from this mission: whether Mars has
ever been home to microbial life, if Mars
could be a safe home for humans one day,
what Mars can teach us about life elsewhere
in the cosmos, and what Mars can teach us
about Earth’s past, present and future.
4 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

National league. The team to win four of
the seven games becomes the champions
of the MLB.
For the Cleveland Indians, winning the
championship has been a goal since their
last win in 1948. The last championship
win for the Cubs was in 1908.
Earlier in the year, the Cleveland

For the next decade, NASA plans
to focus on Phase One by preparing
astronauts for the voyage to Mars. In
January 2016 NASA began taking
applications for astronauts. They plan to
announce the selected in March.
Once selected, astronauts will work to
find ways to maintain healthy lifestyles while
in space, developing communication system
from Mars back to Earth, and learning to test
materials collected
Mars Mission
from Mars.
• Has Mars ever
The second phase
been home to
will
include various
microbial life?
small missions to the
• Could Mars be
a safe home for
red planet, where
humans one day?
automated robots
• Can Mars teach
programmed for
us about life
space missions will
elsewhere in the
cosmos?
drop off materials
• Can Mars teach
astronauts will need
us about Earth’s
once they reach Mars.
past, present and
There will also be
future?

Cavaliers won their first NBA
championship after 53 years of trying
to reach the title of champions. A
monumental year for Cleveland, the
Indians and their fans felt the intensity of
the pressure to win.
As the final game approached, Cubs and
Indians fans left work early, ordered pizzas
and filled the fridge with refreshments.
Once the game began, bathroom breaks
were minimized, homework was paused
and eyes were glued to the TV.
Throughout the game, fans from both
teams stayed on the edges of their seats as
the Cubs kept a close lead on the Indians,
until the seventh inning. With the Cubs
leading 6-3 in the seventh inning, Indians
fans sat still, unsure of what the outcome
would be.
In the eighth inning, the Indians came
back to score 3 more runs, tying the
game at 6-6. No runs scored in the ninth,
the game went into extra innings after a
17-minute rain delay.
Scoring two runs in the tenth, the Cubs
came into the lead, bringing the score
to 8-6. The stakes raising, the Indians
came up to bat. Brandon Guyer ran home,
bringing the game closer at 8-7 Cubs.
Unable to score again, the Indians walked
away without the title of champion.
For the first time in 108 years, the
Chicago Cubs won the World Series, and
with that hold the title of world champion.
by Bre Hart ,’19

PHOTO COURTESY of nasa

Mars shines in space, as seen from a NASA telescope.

many missions orbiting Mars’ atmosphere
before astronauts step foot on the surface.
The goal of these missions is to make sure
the astronauts can stay healthy through the
long trips away from Earth.
by CLare Driscoll ,’19
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Honoring
those who
served our
country
Photo Courtesy Ed Zunic

Fourteen students will participate in the regional orchestra. One player from each string instrument was
selected for the event.

National Veterans
Memorial Museum
begins construction
in Columbus, Ohio
By McDaniel Hartranft, ’17

String students chosen for regional orchestra
by Hannah Shi, ’19

T

his year, 14 UAHS students were
asked to participate in the South
Central Regional Orchestra in
November. A combination of students from
both Concert and Symphony orchestras
were accepted, with at least one player of
each string instrument.
The Ohio Music Education Association
holds regional and state level orchestrals
annually, with high school participants
from schools throughout Ohio. Every year,
many high school students audition for a
seat in their region’s orchestra.
The process of auditioning includes
electronically submitting two excerpts from
predetermined pieces to judges. Judges
determine the accepted students and the
seating chart of different sections.
Because seats are limited, being invited
to play is an accomplishment many
students feel proud of and look forward to.
Junior Elizabeth Macintosh, a viola player
who will participate in her first Regional
Orchestra this November, looks forward to
the experience.
“When I was accepted, I was excited to
experience something unlike anything I had
in the past,” Macintosh says.
Regional Orchestra provides a unique
experience of a full orchestra, which
includes strings, winds, woodwinds, and
brass players.
Alongside the experience of a full
orchestra, Regional Orchestra provides
students the opportunity to play music that

UAHS’s orchestras wouldn’t have access to.
Orchestra teacher Ed Zunic explains that
many factors make the music in Regional
Orchestra pieces unique.
“We’re not a school that has a full
orchestra, and the music that we play
often times is an arrangement,” Zunic said.
Arranged music is often used in schools,
because of the lack of full orchestras and
skill to play professional level music.
Additionally, the use of original music
provides another special experience.
“You’re treated like a professional
musician ... it [also] gives you a glimpse
as to what it would be like to work with a
college professor,” said Zunic.
Additionally, Regional weekend allows
players to meet other student musicians.
Sophomore violin player Joanna Li, who
will be returning to Regional Orchestra,
says the social experience makes Regionial
different than UAHS’s orchestras.
“It’s a nice challenge, especially since
you get to work with kids from around
the region, people you don’t usually
meet,” Li said.
This year, Regional Orchestra will take
place at Dublin Coffman High School,
with a performance on November 13 at
3:00 p.m. Upper Arlington’s accepted
students include freshman Susan Zunic,
sophomores Evelyn Holman, Joanna Li,
Kyle MacLaughlin, Stuti Shah, Hannah
Shi, juniors Emily Ji, Anna Macintosh,
Elizabeth Macintosh, Christine Wu, Gaven
Zou and seniors Nicole Holman, Claire
Shuler and Jack Taylor.

C

oming the summer of 2018,
Columbus, Ohio will be home
to The National Veterans Memorial
Museum. In the United States, there
currently isn’t a museum or memorial
that is dedicated to all of the branches
of military.
The NVMM will serve as a place
where veterans from any war, branch
of military and walk of life will be able
to gather together. A committee was
made that includes veterans, including
Senator John Glenn to establish ideas
and perspective on the memorial
and museum. Construction started
December of 2015 and continued on
until memorial grove work began.
Spring of 2017 marked the interior
construction of the NVMM. This
winter will continue the construction
and start building the exhibits in the
museum and will lead into the new
year. The grand opening will be in the
spring or summer of 2018 depending
on the progress of the museum.
The building is expected to be
50,000 square feet that is made up of
multiple different sections. There is
a Great Hall which gives incredible
views of the Scioto River available
for private parties. In addition there
will be meeting rooms, throughout
the building. There will be a rotating
exhibition gallery and a memorial
for fallen heros. Each exhibit will
go through a narrative journey
which is based on the ideals of
honor, connection, inspiration and
education.
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Despite past
struggles, Columbus
Blue Jackets aim to
qualify for Stanley
Cup playoffs
by libby mislan, ’17

F

ollowing the summer that
turned Cleveland into
Believeland, the Columbus
Blue Jackets’ success, or
lack thereof, is evident.
During its much shorter 16-year history
the Blue Jackets have only qualified for
the playoffs twice, failing to advance out
of the first round both times.
After a 2014 season riddled with
injuries, last season started with high
expectations. Nick Foligno had just been
announced captain and the team appeared
to be healthier. Those expectations,
however, were quickly destroyed
after a 0-8 start, one of the worst
in NHL history. Todd Richards
was promptly fired as head coach
and John Tortorella was hired as
his replacement. The Blue Jackets
finished with one of the worst
records in the NHL and missed the
playoffs for yet another year.
Despite the less-than-impressive
history of the Columbus Blue Jackets,
Upper Arlington students are excited
for the season. Junior Caitlin Walker, a
hockey player for the Blue Jacket’s AAA
team, is optimistic about the start of the
season.
“I think the team will be better than
in previous years and I’m excited because
they are off to a good start. They picked
up a new defenseman, Zach Werenski
who is looking pretty good. So far this

Photo by Kaitlyn Kincaid

Blue Jackets player Brandon Saad lines up across from Nashville Predators player Alexander Steen during a
game at Nationwide Arena. The Blue Jackets have struggled over the past few years.

season, they’ve looked faster and more
disciplined,” Walker said.
With many young faces, the Blue
Jackets have a lot of talented players
who give fans hope for this season and
the future. Nineteen-year-old Zach
Werenski, a first round draft pick in
2015, scored his first NHL goal in
just his second professional game.
Defenseman Seth Jones, just 22, and left
wing Brandon Saad, 24, are two young,
key players that the Blue Jackets traded
for. Both have signed six-year contracts
with the Jackets and are important
pieces to the success of the team.

about Tortorella’s ability to turn the Blue
Jackets into a winning team.
“We will have to see if he is a good
coach. I do think he’s good for the team
because, before Tortorella came, [the
Blue Jackets] were lackadaisical and
no one expected them to win but he’s
a lot stricter and has created winning
expectations for the team,” Walker said.
One of the main goals for the Blue
Jackets this year is to qualify for the
NHL playoffs after failing to qualify
last year. The last time the Blue Jackets
qualified was the 2013-14 season. Walker
believes that, despite youth, the team has
what it takes to make it back to
the first round of the Stanley
“I think the team will be better
Cup playoffs.
than previous years and I’m excited
“I don’t think they will be
because they’re off to a good start.” able to make it far into the
playoffs for a while, that’s
Junior Caitlin Walker further down the road, but
they should definitely be able
to make the first round,”
Walker said. “They’re a young
Walker has a few players on the Blue
and talented team that has a lot of fan
Jacket roster that she enjoys watching
support in Columbus.”
play more than others.
The Blue Jackets may not be a Stanley
“I like watching Zach Werenski and
Cup-caliber team quite yet, but going to
Brandon Saad. I really like Alexander
a Blue Jackets game at Nationwide Arena
Wennberg. I think he’s a great player,”
is definitely a worthwhile experience.
Walker said.
“Going to games is fun because there
During his first full year as head
is a lot of positive energy and a cannon
coach, John Tortorella has said that he
that goes off after every goal,” Walker
wants to change the losing culture and
said. “There’s a great community vibe.
mentality that exists in the Blue Jackets
It really feels like everyone there is in it
franchise. Walker is cautiously optimistic together, cheering for the Jackets.”
A r l in g to ni a n // 7
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Next Level Golden Bears
Committed UA athletes explain what appeals
to them the most about their future homes
jUNIOR Kileigh Casey

Senior Sammy Brown

SCHOOL: Mercer university
SPORT: Lacrosse
DIVISION: I

SCHOOL: mERCeR university
SPORT: Lacrosse
DIVISION: I

“Definitely the big campus feel and the
fact that it’s in the south! The facilities and
services that they provide their athletes with
are very pristine and I connected with the
coaching staff very quickly.”

“It has a strong pharmacy program and that’s
something that I want to study but it was also that
fact that I could play lacrosse and have a major in
science or medicine.”

Junior Molly Morgan

Junior Dane GOODWIN

SCHOOL: UNIVERSITY OF Richmond
SPORT: Soccer
DIVISION: I

SCHOOL: The Ohio state university
SPORT: Basketball
DIVISION: I

“Richmond has a really great soccer program as well as really great academics so
I felt like it was the perfect fit for me.”

“I think the campus and the university in general
was the biggest part, Ohio state is getting better
and better academically every year and the basketball program had always been a great program.”

Senior Katie Trace

SCHOOL: The Ohio state university
SPORT: Swimming
DIVISION: I
“I think what appeals to me the most is that
it’s my family school. My great grandmother,
my grandmother, and my mom all went to
Ohio State, and two of my siblings, Thomas
and Betsy are current students.”
8 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

SENIOR Peter Klamar

SCHOOL: Denison uNIVERSITY
SPORT: lACROSSE
DIVISION: iii
“Probably Coach Caravana. He was a super charismatic guy and I could tell right away that he cared
a lot about his players’ success not just on the
field, but in life after college too”.

BY NATHAN JUNK, ‘19

Senior jACK dOLAN

SCHOOL: Jacksonville University
SPORT: Lacrosse
DIVISION: I
“Up and coming lacrosse, solid Business
School, smaller campus, and living right next
to the beach.”

Sophomore MACY SPIELMAN

SCHOOL: mIAMI uNIVERSITY (OH)
SPORT: bASKETBALl
DIVISION: I
“Probably the coaches for believing in the
player I am and the player I am becoming
and offering me before my sophomore year
showed me that they really had a lot of faith
in me.”

Senior Ellie Winslow

SCHOOL: Duke University
SPORT: Diving
DIVISION: I

“Duke has been my dream for a long
time and I knew I loved it before I ever
visited. It’s the perfect combination of
athletic and academic rigor.”

SP O RT S

Three teams head to states to end their 2016 seasons

by Sarah Martin, ’17 and
Charlotte Janes, ’18

Girls Golf

T

Photo courtesy Lilly carine

he girls golf team
entered the state
championship tournament
focused with a drive to
win. Their first round was
cancelled due to poor
weather, meaning the
girls could only play for
the second day. However
Sophie Hemleben, Emily
Hummer, Ally Rardon, Riley
Carpenter and Maddie

Frank pulled through with
final scores of 78, 79, 83,
85 and 96 respectively.
Overall, the UA girls golf
bears came home with a
fourth place score of 325.

Girls Tennis

T

he girls tennis
team went into the
state championships
ready to make a
racket. Senior Ashley
Weeks said she’d
been working hard
alongside her coaches
and partner Masha
Manilchuk to prepare
for the matches at
the state tournament.
They trained for a

long time and were
both awestruck at
the opportunity to
be playing on the
professional courts.
Both Ashley and
Masha along with
Evelyn Holman and
Nichole Holman
came home from
the tournament as
proud district doubles
champions.

Photo courtesy Carolyn Weeks

Girls Water Polo

T

Photo courtesy Kirsten Barrett

he girls water polo
bears approached
this year’s state
championship with
spirits soaring high.
They won all three of
their games against
Princeton High School,
Thomas Worthington,
and Napoleon with
respective scores of 15-5,
18-1, and 11-3. The team
was not disappointed

leaving with a total of 44
points scored over the
span of the three games.
Senior Katie Trace
said that none of her
team members plan on
playing at the collegiate
level as of right now so
she’s grateful to end
her career among such
great athletes. This is the
third consecutive state
championship win.
A r l in g to ni a n // 9
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[Struggling with Security]
Incidents at UAHS increase
safety awareness among
students and administration
By Sophie Yang, ‘19 and Dylan Carlson, ’19

PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE JANES

A patrol car from the Upper Arlington Police Department turns onto Brandon Road during the Sept. 30 smoke evacuation. Three police vehicles were present in all.

S

ept. 30 was a rainy, stormy Friday.
“You could hear all that lightning and
thunder. I had students jumping in
their seats because it sounded so close,”
history teacher Kim Brown said.
Nearing the end of fifth period, students
were finishing their lunches or cramming in
an extra study session. Suddenly, a cracking
boom cut through the halls. Lights flickered
and twitched, setting the stage for what was
about to happen.
A soft crackling was heard as assistant
principal Jaclyn Angle announced over
the PA system for all students to evacuate.
Eighteen hundred students poured out of
the building and into the cold and rain.
They stood outside for ten minutes,
then 15 minutes, then 20, waiting for the
signal to go back to the school. Teachers
texted each other, trying to understand the
1 0 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

situation, just as confused as the students.
Then a wave of fire trucks appeared,
followed by three UAPD police vehicles
and two ambulances, as reported by the
Upper Arlington Fire Department. Students
started to panic as some teachers ushered
them to Tremont Elementary School, but
just as soon as the students left, they were
told to return.
Once they were back in their sixth
period classes, everyone was left in suspense.
School was let out early and rumors of a
gym fire circulated for the rest of the day.
The breakdown in communication
during the fire evacuation on Sept. 30,
along with revelations about the school’s
physical condition and an alleged plan
to harm the student body, have raised
concerns about safety and security at
UAHS. In the past weeks, administrators

have revised plans and policies to ensure
the safety of students, and as the district
pushes forward with plans for a new school
building, many hope that these concerns
will be addressed.

“FIRE” EVACUATION
During the evacuation, students exited
the building efficiently. Principal Andrew
Theado said he was impressed with the
rapid response.
“[The staff was] able to get about 1800
students cleared out of the building in just
over two minutes,” Theado said. “However,
once outside in the rain, communication
quickly broke down.”
The procedure UAHS employed in
previous fire evacuations was a relay system

SP OT LIG H T
that relied on several essential personnel to
During the evacuation, no one from
caused the sudden evacuation.
make the all-clear.
the student body or teacher faculty knew
“The electric [system] going in the high
Each person on the staff was responsible
exactly what was taking place. Instead,
school is what is called three-phase electrical
for one certain area of the building; they
whispers here and there spread about the
service. There are basically three ‘legs.’
had ensure there was nobody in any of
severity of the situation. Brown heard
One of those three legs was knocked out,”
the classrooms, bathrooms or hallways of
several claims as she led her fifth period
Anders said. “It caused a motor to overheat,
their assigned area. Then, once the area was
history class out of the building.
which caused the smell of smoke.”
completely evacuated, these staff members
“There were rumors flying left and right.
Anders went on to address why students
would send a message to the front of the
I heard students saying things like ‘Oh, the
were sent home after being allowed to
building to give the “all-clear.”
building’s on fire,’ ‘The gym burned down’
gather their items and backpacks.
However, several situations that
and other stuff like that. But no one really
“Due to the electrical problems, the fire
transpired during the building evacuation
knew... none of us,” Brown said.
alarm system was not working. Until that
led to the breakdown of communication.
According to the official scene report
was resolved, we could not have the student
“First, the fire alarm didn’t work since
written by the Upper Arlington Fire
body occupy the building,” he said.
it was hit by lightning: the surge shorted
Department’s Unit-2 Captain Lyndon
Anders also commended the school on
the system,” Theado said.
its response to the emergency.
“With the rain and cold
“The administration did
We could send out a message
weather, there was more
a great job with handling the
through Remind, and you would
sense of urgency. So, due
situation. The fire alarm system
know exactly... what is going on.”
to all these events, several
wasn’t working, and it was very
key people were not in their
good on their part to come up
principal andrew theado
areas such as myself, Mr.
with the idea to communicate
Vasquez and others... The
through the PA system.
communication did not
Fortunately, all the students
circulate as well, so [inforwere evacuated and there was
mation] kind of spread by
no instance of any danger,”
word of mouth.”
Anders said. “The school
Guidance counselor
can take this as a learning
Matt Biedenbach agreed
experience.”
with Theado.
“It was the perfect storm
of events,” Biedenbach said.
The administration
met the week after Sept.
On Oct. 13 and 14,
30 to revise the fire drill
less
than a week after the
procedures, which now
evacuation,
rumors swept
include more specific
Photo by charlotte janes
through
the
school of an alleged
designated areas and a
Dozens of students wait to cross the street at a Brandon Road sidewalk on Sept.
plan
by
Troy
Smith* to harm
Remind.com system that
30. Teachers directed students to Tremont Elementary School to wait out coming
the
student
body.
Widespread
sends updates to students
rain showers; however, students were later told to return.
panic
ensued
as
unsupported
and teachers.
rumors circulated, the most
“In order to streamline
prominent
being
the existence of a hit list,
communication, we need everybody in the
Nofziger, who was the instant commander
the
possession
of
weapons
and Smith’s
same area. That was why in our last drill,
during the emergency, there no fire in the
arrest.
we moved everyone to the north end of
gym. Rather, it was a reported smell of
Throughout the security incident, large
the building. We have everybody there, so
smoke in the girls’ locker room that led to
groups
of the student body planned to skip
the chain of communication can flow a
the evacuation.
school
on
Tuesday, Oct. 18.
lot smoother and efficiently,” Theado said.
“[Battalion command vehicle #72] on
Sophomore
Andrew Mastruserio
“As well, we just signed up for a Remind
scene of reported smoke in the girls locker
considered
such
action; however, he decided
account... in any event that takes place, we
room,” the report said. “Light smoke and
against
it
once
the
dust settled down.
could send out a message through Remind,
odor of electrical smell in locker room.
“I
heard
many
rumors,
and while many
and you would know exactly what the
Maintenance on scene found motor burned
of
them
were
probably
untrue,
it still
message is, what is going on.”
up in air-handler to the affected area.”
unnerved
me
and
made
me
feel
unsafe. It
A Remind.com system would
UAFD Fire Prevention Captain Ben
made
me
consider
skipping
school
on
allow everybody to understand what is
Anders, who was on the scene as well,
going on at the moment and prevent a
said that problems with several electrical
communication breakdown in the future.
components led to a motor’s failure. This
*denotes sources who requested anonymity

RAMPANT RUMORS
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UA Fire Department
provides data on drills
False Alarms
Medical
Emergencies
In the past year, UAFD
has been on scene
at UAHS a total of 17
times. Eight instances
have been due to
false alarms, and
nine due to medical
emergencies.

Dust or Steam
Malicious
Cancelled
Before Arrival
Unreported
Fire Drill
Out of the eight false
alarms reported by the
UAFD. Three were due
to dust/steam. two
were malicious, two
were canceled before
arrival, and one was an
unreported fired drill.
All data collected from the Upper Arlington Fire Department, INFOGRAPHIC BY SARAH MARTIN

Tuesday [the 18th], but that was probably
unwarranted, given that [the rumor]
likely wasn’t all true,” Mastruserio said.
Sophomore Ethan Stickler, who has
known Smith since eighth grade, said he
didn’t believe there was any real threat.
“People would say [Smith] had ‘shooter
face,’” Stickler said. “People say he would
do that, but he wouldn’t. He’s not that kind
of guy. He wouldn’t do that.”
Administrators addressed the rumors
about the security incident with an email
the following day, clarifying that no safety
or security threats had been found. The
Upper Arlington Police Department then
performed a full investigation, and on Oct.
1 2 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

17, principal Andrew Theado followed up
from his initial email and further addressed
the rumors.
“I know many of you have spent this
long weekend hearing rumors about safety
and security concerns at our school,”
Theado wrote. “Many of the rumors seem
to surround the idea that a student was
arrested at the high school last week and
found to have weapons and a hit list. I can
tell you that this is not true.”
Smith agreed, saying that the events had
originally been misinterpreted.
“As far as what went down on Thursday
[Oct. 13],” he said, “I’m just going to say
this: it was a misunderstanding. It was a

huge misunderstanding.”
On Oct. 14, some students came to
school resource officer Jon Rice with
concerns about a second officer walking
with him during 4th period lunch. Rice
clarified that he was showing fellow Upper
Arlington D.A.R.E. officer E.J. Windham
around the school.
“It was [Windham’s] first time at the
high school... as we were walking through
the lunch room, I pointed several parts of it
out. Later, I had several students... thinking
that we were investigating a bomb threat.
There was any never any threat.”
According to Smith, he was suspended
from UAHS with intent to expel. However,
he does plan to return to the high school.
During his time away from UAHS,
Smith said he felt cut off from the high
school community.
“I feel like I’ve just been watching things
from the sidelines. I get filled in on what’s
going on by close friends of mine, but I feel
very left out of everything,” Smith said. “I
really do wish to come back [to school]. It’s
not really fun when you feel this isolated.”
However, Smith does have some mixed
feelings about the reception he will receive
when he comes back to UAHS.
“I’m a little nervous, because I feel
like the minute I walk in the doors of the
school, I just think it’s going to be crazy
with people asking me all kinds of different
questions,” Smith said.
Smith also said he hopes that students
can be understanding about the situation
and focus on facts rather than rumors.
“Don’t make any judgment based on
the things that have been said and going
around,” Smith said. “When people come
to assumptions about things, it’s not
always true.”
While this alleged security threat
emerged to be non-dangerous, it has
brought valid concerns to light about
whether any dangerous events could
possibly occur.
This realization comes alongside a threat
at nearby Hilliard Davidson High School.
On Sept. 22, Hilliard Davidson sophomore
John Staley III was suspended for planning
a school shooting along with several
accomplices. The plot was stopped after a
student overheard Staley talking about his
plans of the shooting and told the school
resource officer about the possible threat.
Counselor Matt Biedenbach

SP OT LIG H T

REPAIR, RENOVATE, OR REBUILD?
T

an outdated entryway system. Recently-built high schools
he school district has been considering options for
typically have entry areas at the front door.
repairing, renovating or rebuilding UA schools. Out of all
“ You [first] enter a room or an entryway that is locked to
the Upper Arlington facilities, UAHS was found to need the
the rest of the school,” Vasquez said. “From there, you have
most urgent attention.
to speak to someone who buzzes you in.”
At a school board meeting on Oct. 10, superintendent
UAHS currently has a system where visitors pass
Paul Imhoff suggested two rebuilding plans for UAHS. Of
through the main
the six possible plans,
office, but with an
the recommended ones
Our maintenance has done an
included creating an
awesome job keeping up the school, updated entry system,
visitors would need to
entirely new facility
but everything has a little bit of a
show ID to enter any
on the current athletic
life shelf to it.”
part of the building.
fields. Both options
The current UAHS
include a four-story
ASSISTANT PRINCPAL LUIS VASQUEZ
facility also lacks a
tall academic area and
sprinkler system that
two- or three-story tall
could protect against small fires. In addition, if the school is
arts and athletics areas. Sports fields, including those for
redone, video cameras could be built in to identify people
baseball, would be relocated near Ridgeview and Mount
who harm students or the facility. Less exterior doors could
Holyoke Rd.
provide for higher security as well.
All plans are currently rough; exits and specific
It’s too early to tell if these measures would be
classrooms are not planned out and would be decided in the
incorporated in the renovation or rebuilding to come. The
spring of 2017. However, regardless of the option chosen,
the updates could strengthen safety at school.
Board of Education is expected to make the decision if
UAHS will be rebuilt this November or December.
According to assistant principal Luis Vasquez, UAHS has

encourages UAHS students to be
proactive and responsible regarding their
safety and security.
“The positive I take from this situation
is that somebody came forward with a
concern that was investigated properly,
and fortunately, it turned out not to be
an issue.” Biedenbach said. “If students
don’t come forward to us, we won’t know if
there’s a security threat.”
Junior Skye Malcolm was among
the UAHS students who came to
administrators with concerns regarding the
alleged security threat involving Smith.
“If we take this instance, where students
told authorities there was a threat, and the
threat was stopped, and we hold that as a
precedent, then yes, I think this school is a
safe place, considering students are willing
to stand up for each other,” Malcolm said.

LOOKING FORWARD
This November or December, the UA
Board of Education is expected to announce
a decision that will determine whether there
will be a new and rebuilt UAHS, or if it

will remain in the same building that has
stood since 1956. As the community leans
toward completely reconstructing the school
building, current building safety concerns are
looking to be addressed in the construction
of the possible new high school.
One current issue is that there are more
than 30 exterior doors at UAHS. Brown
finds that this could present a safety concern
to students.
“One thing that is truly an issue in
keeping this building safe is we have too
many exits. Even though the majority of
them are locked during the day... I just don’t
know how you watch that many doors,”
Brown said.
Custodian Terry Peterman agrees with
Brown. While working the afternoon shift
from 3 to 11:30 p.m., Peterman often
notices students in hallways after-hours.
“[Students] put magnets on the lock or
put little rocks underneath [the doors],”
Peterman said. “That way [students] can
come back into the school whenever they
want to. Definitely, if there is a new school,
it should not have so many exterior doors.”
One winter break evening, when UAHS
was closed down, Peterman saw a parent in

the school hallways.
“His daughter was at home, they were
FaceTiming each other, and she was walking
him through the high school, guiding him
to her locker to get a book that she needed,”
Peterman said. “He said [he] had to try
[around] four doors until [he] found one
that wasn’t latched.”
In addition to concerns about exits,
the school’s physical condition is also
deteriorating. Theado noted several current
building concerns.
“This is a very old building, around sixty
years old. There are several issues. There are
leaks on the roof, water in certain areas of
the basement [and] some problems with the
AC. However, we hope the new high school
will be approved, so we can provide the best
to our students,” Theado said.
Upper Arlington High School has faced
a trying start to the 2016-2017 academic
year after the evacuation and rumors of
a safety threat, as well as continued work
towards a new school building as the
current one gets older. The administration
is hard at work to keep the student body
safe and secure from these issues and from
those in the future.
A r l in g to ni a n // 1 3
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Present & Unaccounted For
Teachers become more strict on attendance while students receive
administrative punishment which some deem unwarranted

By Clare Driscoll, ‘19,
Hannah Shi, ‘19 and
Greyson Van arsdale, ‘17

A

ttendance at UAHS has been a
subject that the administration is
taking more and more seriously,
yet many students do not
seem to be fully aware of
the policy. With harsher
consequences, the impact of
a mistaken tardy or absence
increases the importance of
accurate attendance taking.
Tardiness, which is defined
by the student handbook as
“when a student is not in their
required class when the late
bell rings,” is marked by the teacher of
that class, including closed study hall.
Being tardy or missing a class will result
in a consequence such as lunch detention,
or Saturday school.
Though all students sign off saying that
they have read the student handbook at
the beginning of the year, which includes
information on the attendance policy,
many are misinformed on the specifics of
1 4 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

the handbook.
Sophomore John Doe* is one student
who was not clear on how the attendance
policy worked.
“I did not [understand the policy]
because they never told us exactly what it
was, but once I started skipping classes, I

could view your attendance record.
“I was told there will be a record for
colleges to see any unexcused absences
and detentions which I have,” Metzger
said.
When asked about the origin of this
belief, Jennifer Mox, an assistant principal
at UAHS, says that though
There was a class assembly and
the origin is unknown, some
colleges do request records,
the teacher failed to mark me
making students aware of their
present. When I went to him
transcript.
about the situation he refused to
“If a student is applying to
correct the mistake and forced
a college, a college may request
me to attend the detention”
the transcripts,” Mox said, “the
Junior Ellia metzger college may request a letter of
recommendation; [attendance
records] might be included in
learned how it worked,” Doe said.
that letter of recommendation.”
However, while a student’s attendance
In addition to not fully understanding
record is not always given to colleges,
the attendance policy, many students
the long term effects of missing class
are given the impression that attendance
become evident when students enter the
records are given to colleges. However,
workforce. Counselor Heather Peebles
colleges are not shown student’s
explains how poor attendance in high
attendance records.
school can affect a student’s future.
Junior Ellia Metzger, who has
disagreed with the attendance policy
before, mentions that she thought colleges
*

denotes sources who requested anonymity
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“Students who get in a habit of
missing classes are creating a pattern of
inconsistencies, learning gaps, and bad
habits,” Peebles said. “Future employers
won’t tolerate such behavior.”
Because of the potential building of
bad habits, UAHS attendance system
is vital to students, and for teachers to
regulate it.
Yet there have been many instances
of students attending class at the correct
time and still being marked tardy. One of
the students affected by a faulty tardy is
senior Steve Nagy.
“I’ve been marked absent for a class
where I was present several times. Once,
I was sitting in my normal spot and I had
my headphones in and roll call went on.
I got marked absent so I had to go down
to the attendance secretary to fix things,”
Nagy said.
According to attendance secretary
Tammie Fisher, this is a fairly common
occurrence, and it’s easily solved.
“It happens to about six or seven
students a day … [this] can be easily
fixed with a note from the teacher that’s
brought down [to the attendance office],”
Fisher said.
Because this is such an easy fix, there
are currently no plans to avoid or solve
unwarranted tardies and absences by
changing the attendance policy.
Though easy to fix, Fisher
says that the most common
reason for students to receive a
wrongly-given tardy, late passes
is when students walk in with a
late pass, but are unnoticed by
the teacher.
But small, daily changes
could be made to decrease
the amount of mistakes. Mox
believes that one way to prevent mistakes
is for students to be more aware of their
daily attendance.
“I highly encourage students to look at
their Powerschool to view their attendance
every day, so if you notice a teacher has
made an error in their attendance and
they are present, they can go up the
teacher,” Mox said.
“Kids can come in late with a pass that
don’t really get the teacher’s attention, so
the teacher will go on teaching class and
forget to go back and change it later,”
Fisher said.

ATTENDING TO THE ISSUE
Students reflect on their experiences
with attendance office errors
is there a problem
with attendance
mistakes at uahs?

6.9% unsure

12.9%
disagree

80.2%
agree

source: 2016 voluntary Arlingtonian survey of 623 students, infographic by sarah martin

Though most cases are easily resolved
without consequence, students and
teachers occasionally disagree on what a
mistaken tardy or absence can be.
Though the attendance policy has
been argued over by students and
teachers alike, it’s effectiveness is
obvious when it comes to students who
skip class.

Large buildups of class work makes it
harder and harder to get back on track.
Absent students are responsible
for obtaining missed classwork from
teachers and acquiring notes from
other students. The student handbook
also states that “the days allotted for
completion of assignments will be equal
to the number of days absent”.
Lastly, many students have
noticed that in the past few
I think that the attendance
years, the attendance policy
policy is fair for the people who has become stricter and more
actually skip class but a lot of us regulated by both teachers and
staff alike.
are present and we’re the ones
Sophomore Frances Kirk
getting punished.”
says that she has noticed that
Junior Jenna bowers teachers are making attendance
more of a priority during class.
Fisher, who deals with all types
“In the past they would just call out
of attendance issues, says it’s fairly
names [when taking attendance] but
common for students to skip class. Doe
now they’re actually checking seats and
said he skips once a day.
counting,” Kirk said.
“Why would you go to school?” Doe
There are many ways these
said. The consequences to skipping
unwarranted unexcused absences could
a class, or a school day, are lunch
be resolved. One way of resolving the
detentions. Missing lunch detentions
issue is to have students take more
results in additional lunch detentions,
responsibility and read the attendance
and eventually Saturday school.
policy while administration could
However, missing classes also has
clarify unclear parts of the attendance
a more direct impact on a student’s
policy. Additionally, the student
education. Missing class leads to missed
handbook could be more detailed on
class work, which builds up over time.
attendance consequences.
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Zane Freeman, Jordan Latas,Ethan Stichler, Parker Rapp and Skyler Hunt (left to right) perform during the third quarter of
a home football game.

Marching band members share memories from past marching seasons,
reveal plans and preparation for upcoming basketball season
by McDaniel hartranft, ’17 and Libby Mislan, ’17

T

he lights illuminate off of the turf as the sound of
rhythmic pads hitting each other echoes off of the the
stadium walls. There is the melody of cleats pounding
upon the grass followed with the occasional referee whistle
that urges the ears to stay engaged. The noises of a football
game in itself is its own music, but who could imagine the
hype of a touchdown without the noise of a trumpet, a drum
or a saxophone?
Parents, alumni, middle schoolers and a sea of high schoolers
all come to attend football games. The crowd may focus most
of its attention on the football players or the cheerleaders, but
during the halftime show, all eyes are on the band.
Sophomore saxaphonist Nick DiMickele reflects on the
marching season.
“This marching season was one of the more difficult marching
seasons we’ve had as a band, due to all of the home games we
had early in the year,” DiMickele said. “We had to learn a show
in as little as five days because of this. However, because of great
leadership from seniors and squad leaders we were able to power
through and have a successful season.”
The football team’s season may be over, but for some of the
band members, the season is just getting started. In the winter,
a select group of the band performs at the home basketball
games. The basketball season for band members is a very different
experience than football season.
“I’d say that performing at basketball games is in general
more laid back than performing in football season,” DiMickele
said. “This is due to the fact that the basketball season is a lot

less disciplined than the football season: we do things such as
eat pancakes or ‘band’ cakes before the game starts, we aren’t in
uniform, and we don’t have a stressful marching show.”
Friday, Oct. 21 was senior night and the last home game for
all football players and band members. For many, it marked the
last time playing on the turf at the Marv Moorehead stadium.
Senior flutist Yuqi Li shares one of her favorite band memories to
reminisce on from her four year in band.
“[One of my favorite memories is] freshman year when the
marching band did a student appreciation show for the student
section,” Li said. “The band marched over to the student section
and they went wild.”
Li enjoyed the little things about being in band that most
students aren’t aware of.
“Something that people don’t know about marching band
are the little traditions in band, like our squad gifts, senior
gifts, prank night, little quirks we have for all the stand tunes,
the huddle circle after the game and on and on. There are also
individual traditions for different sections of the band,” Li said.
Fearful of change in the program, Li was hesitant to join band
this year due to a new directo, but is happy with the result.
“Senior year exceeded my expectations because I was worried
with the switch to a new director, but for the most part it has
been a great experience,” Li said.
Li talks about the difference between the two different band
seasons in the fall and the winter.
“The difference of marching band and pep band is that there’s
less practice necessary for pep band performances, we don’t march
a show we merely play,” Li said. “Also, it’s always voluntary so
typically it’s always hype since everyone is there by choice.”
A r l in g to ni a n // 1 7
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Questioning
the Clowns
The recent clown fad leaves
many people wondering
what is real and what has
been embellished
by clare driscoll, ’19

T

his summer and continuing into autumn, the nation
has been swarmed with widespread attacks from
unidentified people dressed as clowns, causing unease
and fear across the country.
The first of these recent sightings was reported by Donna
Arnold of South Carolina. In August, Arnold’s son ran into
their apartment claiming there were two men dressed as
clowns trying to lure him into the woods with money and
candy.
Arnold dismissed these claims, assuming her son was just
imagining things or telling stories, until she was confronted
by other parents from her apartment complex who said their
children had experienced similar experiences with clowns.
That day, Arnold filed a police report and the hunt for these
two clowns began.
Many news stations nationwide reported on Arnold’s story,
including ones in Pennsylvania and Ohio. Later in the
Photo by Scott Flemming
summer, both of these states and many others would suffer
A man is dressed as a clown. There have been reports of creepy clowns terrorizing
attacks from these clowns.
people from as early as August, though there have been very few actual arrests.
At Pennsylvania State University, when a clown was spotted
by a faculty member, hundreds of students ran through the
People have been dressing as clowns with the intent to terrorize
streets on a mass clown hunt. A live stream from one student
shows people chanting “kill the clowns” as others burn clown wigs others since as early as 1981. During that year, the towns of
Brooklyn, Kansas City, Boston and Pittsburgh all had many
and costumes while walking down the streets of the university.
groups of clowns who targeted mostly lower
Reading City Schools in
class children.
Cincinnati, Ohio were forced
I saw lots of people who posted
Then in 1991 there were many claims of
to cancel school on Sept. 30
that they had either seen or been a Chicago man who would dress as Homey
when a woman was attacked
attacked by clowns but, after
D. Clown from the popular television show
by a man dressed as a clown.
In
Living Color. More than 40 children and
After brutally attacking the
looking into it all of [the claims]
two
teachers from a local elementary school
woman the clown allegedly
were fake.”
reported they saw this man offering children
made threats against students
SOPHOMORE Ethan stichler candy and money to get into his van with
and teachers at the junior and
“Ha Ha” painted on the side.
senior high schools.
But as for the more recent wave of clowns, there hasn’t been
Though clowns have been reported in all 50 states, according to
The New York Times, only 12 people have been arrested for clown enough evidence to connect these sightings to one motive.
“I think that once people realized how scared people were of
related instances. Many of these situations have been exaggerated
the clowns, more thought it would be funny to keep [the fad]
by rumors spread on social media.
going just to freak people out,” Stichler said.
Sophomore Ethan Stichler said, “I saw lots of people who
Over the past few weeks, there has been a significant decrease
posted that they had either seen clowns or been attacked by
in clown activity, slowing to a distinct halt. Parents and children
clowns but, after looking into it all of [the claims] were fake.”
can now rest easy, as the clown fad may be over.
According to Time magazine, creepy clowns are not a new fad.
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Explore Everything
As an undergraduate student at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, you will be immersed in a
community of artists, designers, scholars, and writers
who share the belief that meaning and making are
inseparable. Through the process of critique, you will
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This non-binding deadline allows you priority
scholarship, housing and fall course registration.
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Finstas:
The Real
Instagram
Teenagers create secondary
accounts to showcase their
true personalities
Photo Courtesy Techcrunch

An iPhone screen with the Instagram app downloaded. Here teenagers can create a secondary account, called a Finsta, which isn’t officially associated with the
Instagram app.

by Caroline Favret, ‘18 and
kaitlyn kincaid, ‘18

I

n 2016, a new social media came
into fashion: “The Finstagram.” A
“Finstagram” or “Finsta” is an Instagram
account that is usually private, where users
create a parody username in place of their
real name, with limited followers. Usernames
can be anything from inside jokes to
nicknames. It is not its own app, nor is
it officially recognized by Instagram. The
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first Google searches of this term appeared
around Nov. 2011, but didn’t start rising in
the number of searches until Oct. 2015. In
October 2016, it hit its peak popularity.
Generally, these accounts will be full
of funny or relatable posts only meant
for close friends to see. Finstas will often
only follow other Finstas, and only follow
requests from Finstas will be accepted.

Rinstas versus Finstas
Hunior Emily Sexton was one the first

students in UA to create her Finstagram.
“My friend Libby White (a junior at
Wellington) had one and I thought it was
a good way to be able to post whatever
you want pretty much without all of your
followers seeing it,” Sexton said.
Often these accounts have follower
counts in the double digits, in contrast
to the person’s Rinsta, or real Instagram,
which will have hundreds to thousands
of followers. Junior Will Dierker’s Finsta
follows this trend.
“I think I have about 40 followers on
my Finsta versus a lot more on my real
Instagram,” Dierker said.
Rinstas feature only the most attractive
photos of a person, as they are edited,
filtered and multiple photos are looked
through to find the pose that most flatters
them. Double posts, or posting two photos
in a row, are sometimes acceptable, but
frowned upon, so teenagers are known
to avoid them. Instagram photos are also
strategically posted during prime post
hours, usually consisting between the
hours of 8 pm to midnight and users find
that one perfect photo for the maximum
amount of likes.
Finstas on the other hand allow a person
to post whatever they please, or what they
find humorous but isn’t appropriate for
everyone following them, such as younger
siblings or family members. Crying photos,
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Finstagram Popularity via Google Search

InfoGraphic by Sarah Martin

triple chin selfies, and embarrassing videos
people’s private lives than ever before. One
are all fair game.
sketchy post can dash interview chances and
Ironically, this can paint a more “real”
ruin your future with one simple tap.
picture of a person than their Rinsta can
Based on statistics from the Society
and having an alter ego is a refreshing
for Human Resource Management, the
alternative to one’s primary Instagram.
two most common reasons employers
Humorous social media accounts allow
opted not to hire someone, based on
students to connect with their peers.
the person’s social media activity, were
“It’s a more laid back version of
provocative or inappropriate photos or
Instagram,” Sexton said.
similar information (cited by 46 percent
Multiple posts a day are the norm
of respondents) or the applicant posted
for some, and the more hashtags the
information about themselves drinking or
better. On Finstas, likes aren’t as crucial, using drugs (41 percent).
and nobody’s parent will be seeing the
Student resource officer Jon Rice
posts. However, teens who use finsta can weighed in on this aspect of social media.
sometimes start to feel “invincible” and
“You end up crossing the line when you
post more risky subject matter, such as
post pictures of drugs, alcohol, parties and
teen drinking, on
unflattering photos
accounts referred to
of people that you
If there is another account
as Dinstas.
don’t get along
created to be funny or to
Junior Meredith
with,” Rice said.
Mimnaugh has a
Unfortunately,
flame yourself, you should
Finsta and regularly
this
is ends up being
be okay.”
uses it to post to her
a solid amount of
officer jon Rice Finsta posts. Apps
followers.
“I think Finstas
do have the ability
are just a fun way
to blur out alcohol
people can say funny things they think.
bottles in the background of a photo, but
Dinstas could be unsafe if people choose
Instagram has a zoom feature and it’s not
to post pictures of themselves drinking or difficult to figure out what the sticker or
doing other things that colleges could get blur is concealing. Referencing alcohol
a hold of but otherwise I think they’re
in captions is even more common than
fine,” Mimnaugh said.
having a bottle in the photo.
Even though it’s a “fake Instagram”,
Future Impacts
Dierker doesn’t advocate posting drinking
Though these posts may seem all
photos or mature content.
in good fun, they can have serious
“Its kinda dumb because you can get
repercussions. Screenshots are always an
caught -- it’s still under your name, your
issue, and once a post is out there it can
email so they can trace it back,” Dierker said.
never be completely erased.
Because of this, Dierker sticks to mainly
With the rise of social media comes the
posting rants on his account instead of
rise of future employers and college admission explicit or mature content.
offices having the ability to see more into
“My posts are mostly rants,” Dierker said.

Social Media Safety

Rice preaches the “only post what you
would show your grandmother” rule.
“If there is another account created to be
funny or to flame yourself, you should be
okay. On the other hand, if you are flaming
someone else or posting images that you
wouldn’t want your mom to see, you are
going to have a problem,” Rice said.
Rants are usually in the clear, just make
sure to remember screenshots exist, and
badmouthing someone else can get around.
With the existence of group messages,
screenshots can be spread easily and quickly.
Though this may seem far in the future for
most high school students, posting negative
comments about work can also result
in getting fired. It can also affect college
admissions and loss of scholarships.
In 2014, an Ohio waitress was fired for
posting about bad tips at the restaurant
for which she was employed. A customer
printed out a screenshot of the post and
showed it to her boss. In 2012, a top football
recruit was expelled from his high school
and lost his scholarship to the University of
Michigan for tweeting inappropriate media.
With social media on the increase,
there are new social media sites and trends
emerging everyday. Finstagram is just one of
these that has become mainstream in 2016.
As with any social media, it adds to one’s
permanent digital footprint. Rice suggests
steering clear of Finstas altogether.
“It’s better to keep one account and resist
creating a second,” Rice said.
However, Finsta is quickly becoming
popular among students and will likely stay
that way. It is now a common way for friends
to communicate and stay in touch after school
hours, share things they care about, and rant.
Not to mention, old middle school photos of
good friends can be a great source of humor.
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CRUMBS OF COL
Local restaurants around Columbus are discovered by students
BY SARAH MARTIN, ’17

photo By charlotte janes

▲ Haiku Poetic Food and Art:
Located on N. High St., this small,
elegant restaurant serves unique
Japanese dishes varying from sushi to
salad, which is pictured above. Inside,
there is a unique touch of poetry and
local art. There are even pieces of paper
at each table which allow you to write
your own haiku to hang on a wall. Haiku
is open from 11am to 11pm Monday
through Thursday and on Friday and
Saturday from 11am to midnight. If
you’re looking for a small or large meal,
Haiku will provide it for you and anyone
accompaning you.
▶ PALLE: This cute, modern restaurant
is located on 5th Ave. It sells different
kinds of meatballs with side dishes, and
has both meat and vegan options. Palle
is open from 4pm to 12am Monday
through Thursday and 3pm to 1am on
Friday and Saturday. Palle will give you
a one-of-a-kind dining experience, with
a different menu style and selecive type
of food. Palle’s setting is a perfect place
for large groups to have a birthday
dinner, hang out, or to have a family
get-together. No matter the situation,
you can rely on Palle .

photo By AVA HENSON
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LUMBUS

s

HENSON

◀ MOZART’S Bakery and piano
cafe: This beautiful cafe located on
N. High St. was heard from the streets.
Piano music is frequently played by
local pianists and adds a special touch
to the cafe. With a fancy reputation
and appearance, Mozart’s serves
breakfast, lunch, dinner and most
famously: pastries. It offers a calm dining
experience for the entire family, a date,
or studying. You can enjoy this cafe
Tuesday through Saturday 8am to 10pm
and on Sunday 8am to 6pm.
▼ ADRIATICO’S: An OSU campus
favorite, this pizza place located on
West 11th Ave. looks exactly like an
adorable cottage from Italy. They serve
giant pizzas for your OSU tailgate party,
or any other special occasion. You can
dine in or order it to go. Adriatico’s
serves their pizzas 11am to 1:30 am
Monday through Thursday, Friday
and Saturday 11am to 2:30 am and
on Sunday with hours from 11am to
midnight. If you suddenly have a craving
for pizza in the middle of the night,
Adriatico’s is the place for you.
photo by SARAH MARTIN

photo By AVA HENSON
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The Hunna

Breakout group proves their worth
opening for Jimmy Eat World
BY Ellise Shafer, ’17

Photo by CHARLOTTE JANES

Photo by charlotte janes

Ryan Potter of The Hunna in the middle of one of his signature hair flips while
playing guitar. The Hunna formed in 2015.

W

hen Arlingtonian photographer
Charlotte Janes and I were asked
to review British indie rockers
The Hunna opening for Jimmy Eat World on
October 13th, we were hype. High off of our
success at Breakaway Festival, we arrived to
the venue a full ten minutes early and asked
for our press passes with confidence. However,
we soon realized that we had spoken too soon
when the lady behind the will call window
told us, “I don’t see your names on the list.”
Uh-oh. Pits formed in our stomachs as we
stepped out of the line.
“I’m sure they’ll have our names on there
soon,” Charlotte assured me. “Let’s wait a few
minutes and then ask again.”
Five minutes passed, then ten. We watched
a reporter from OSU’s The Lantern who had
also been waiting for a press pass get his and
go inside. A half hour later– still nothing.
Charlotte and I debated on what to do: go
home? Wait a little bit longer? Thankfully,
I had a light bulb moment: we had been
emailing back and forth all week with the
company that had set us up to do this,
24 // N ov e m b e r 1 1 , 201 6

Bassist Jermaine Angin sporting a Brand New tshirt. The Hunna hail from
Hertfordshire, England.

Golightly Media, and most companies have a
phone number listed at the bottom of every
email, right?
Right. Feeling triumphant, we called the
number, but there was no answer. However,
just below the company’s number was a
personal number for the representative. This
one worked, and the Australian-sounding
girl on the other end explained to us that her
email had stopped working and so she was
unable to send in our names for the guest
list. After profusely apologizing, she told us
that she would call the band’s manager in an
attempt to get him to come out and let us
in. So, we waited… again. It was now 7:45,
giving us only 15 minutes before The Hunna
came on stage.
Needless to say, we were freaking out.
Now, our representative wasn’t answering
the phone and there was still no sign of the
manager. So, we went with our last resort
and went up to the will call window again,
asking if our names had been added yet. She
smiled and told us that they were added about
thirty minutes ago. Of course! Sighing out

of relief and annoyance, we finally picked up
our passes and headed into the press pit, only
to be stopped by a large security guard who
informed us that the first two songs in which
we were allowed to be in the pit had already
passed. Just our luck.
Defeated but determined, Charlotte still
managed to take pictures from the side of the
stage, and I focused on the few songs of their
set that were left.
The Hunna are an insanely new
development, having just formed in 2015 out
of Hertfordshire, England. Signing quickly
with 300 Entertainment, their first album
“100” was released in August to rave reviews.
Upon first look, The Hunna appeared
to just be four young, music-loving lads.
Lead singer Ryan Potter sports long blonde
locks that he enjoyed whipping everywhere
throughout their set and bassist Jermaine
Angin was wearing a Brand New t-shirt. So
very indie.
However, don’t be fooled: these boys
possess true musical talent. Potter introduced
“You & Me” as their biggest hit, and then
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Yay or Nay compiled by Bre Hart

Blue Jackets games are fun to
attend with friends.

54%
54% yay, 21% nay, 25% undecided

61%

Clowns are a legitimate issue in
central Ohio.

31% yay, 61% nay, 8% undecided

“The Nightmare Before
Christmas” is an enjoyable
holiday movie.

56%

56% yay, 26% nay, 18% undecided

67%

You know someone affected by
Hurricane Matthew.

33% yay, 67% nay, 0% undecided

Photo by charlotte janes

Jim Adkins of Jimmy Eat World performing at Newport Music Hall. JImmy Eat World had the Hunna join
them on their tour of the United States.

proceeded to play a rendition of the song
that sounded exactly like the recording. All
around, the band displayed phenomenal
energy and Potter’s clear vocals showcased
solid lyrics. Next, The Hunna played my
personal favorite, “She’s Casual” (shoutout to
Spotify’s Discover Weekly for putting it on my
radar). This song starts out acoustic and then
builds impressively into a chorus that draws
comparison to Catfish and the Bottlemen.
As for instrumentals, an energetic guitar and
catchy bass lines reminded me of Hippo
Campus, except more British (naturally).
Potter preceded their last song of the
night with some sweet words: “We’re a long
way from home and this is a pretty big deal
for us so we were pretty nervous, but it’s
great to be here doing it.” They then went
straight into “Bad For You”, a song in which

they were very confident. This was apparent
by the way they were jamming, proving that
they are not only talented musicians, but a
truly cohesive group. The chorus consisted
of the catchy “I’ve got it bad for you”, and
had the crowd singing along by the end of
the tune. And then they were off, concluding
an impressive opening for 90s frat-boy
hitmakers Jimmy Eat World, who are most
popular for their hit “The Middle”.
So, although the experience definitely
had a rocky start and we did not get to see
their whole set, The Hunna still impressed.
For lovers of bands such as Catfish and the
Bottlemen, Hippo Campus and The Kooks,
The Hunna are a natural next step. The
future looks bright for these boys, so keep
your eyes peeled for them to be selling out
the Newport in the coming years.

There is a problem with
attendance-taking mistakes
at UAHS.

80%

80% yay, 12% nay, 8% undecided

42%

Capstone projects are a creative
and interesting way to end one’s
high school career.
35% yay, 42% nay, 23% undecided

“Finstagram” is safe to use.

53%
33% yay, 14% nay, 53% undecided

63%

The building of a new high school
is a necessity, as the current high
school is in bad shape.
63% yay, 20% nay, 17% undecided

data for this yay or nay compiled through a voluntary
arlingtonian survey of 623 students.
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Compiled By Abby Gray, ’18

As the holidays near, students share their love
for autumn, family, food and Thanksgiving
“My favorite fall activities
are baking warm cookies
and napping.”

“My favorite Thanksgiving
food is mashed potatoes.”
junior mary jeffers

junior Annie nelson

“My favorite fall activity
is playing Euchre with my
family.”
senior chase hart

Me and my family ran the
flying feather 4-miler, and it
was the first race we did as
a family.”
Sophomore Linus Fraley

My family and I rented out
a cabin in the woods and
we almost burnt down the
entire place trying to make
our turkey dinner.”

My favorite memory from
past Thanksgivings is sitting
around the table—about to
eat the food that took so long
to prepare—and before taking
that first bite, we all share
what we are thankful for.”
Freshman Kiki Lilly

I like when my mom and I got
to make stuffing together,
because it was just a really
good bonding moment.”

I once moved into a new
house on Thanksgiving week.
There was no way that we
would have been able to cook
my mom’s normal feast, but
we had so much fun taking
the day off of unpacking
and exploring the new
house. There has yet to be a
Thanksgiving to top it.”

Sophomore Grace Nunamaker

Junior Maggie Morris

Junior Heba El-Hosseiny
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Turkey Day Tally
Survey reveals students’ thoughts on Thanksgiving
What’s your
favorite part of
Thanksgiving Break?

Where will
you spend
Thanksgiving Day?

5%
6% Other

“My favorite fall fashion
trend is wearing flannels.”

7%

Watching
football

5%

Other

At a hotel /
traveling

18%

freshman brooke dewalt

25%

64%

Spending time
with family

At a family
member’s home
more than two
hours away

Five-day break
from school

47%

At home

23%

At a nearby
family
member’s
home

What’s your favorite
Thanksgiving dish?

Is Thanksgiving its own
Holiday, or just the
beginning of ‘The holidays’?

5%

Cranberry
sauce

15%

Stuffing

34%

36%

Mashed
potatoes/gravy

7%

Thanksgiving is
independent of
other holidays

66%

Thanksgiving
heralds the
beginning of the
holiday season

Other

15%

Turkey

18%

Pumpkin pie

3%

Green bean
casserole

Spread images by Abby Gray

500
500

How would you rank the following holidays:
Fourth of July, Halloween, Thanksgiving
and Christmas/Hanukkah?
22
88

400
400
300
300

[I remember] running around
on my grandparents’ farm
with my younger cousins
and their puppy, and us
making our own spin off of
Thanksgiving.”
Freshman Alex Karavolos

1st
Place:
Christmas
335 Votes

2nd
Place:

3rd
Place:

Thanksgiving
164 votes

Thanksgiving
187 votes

200
200

119

16
77

Key
4th of July

4th
Place:
Halloween
188 votes

Halloween

Thanksgiving

91

100
100

26
51

0

89

4th of July
150 votes

2nd Place

3rd Place

43

1st Place

Close
call:

Close
call:

4th of July
174 votes

Christmas

4th Place

Information Graphic source: voluntary Oct. 30-31, 2016 Arlingtonian online survey of 455 students
Background image courtesy Public Domain Pictures
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behind the dance: Lydia Millhon
What is your capstone and how did you come up with the idea?.... My capstone is
a dance production with senior company members. I came up with the idea of doing this from
participating in former capstone shows from other dancers. My partner Jacqueline Green and I
are changing up the traditional dance production by adding different styles and incorporating
a larger message of what dance means to us throughout the whole show. We plan on having a
speaker and a few surprise performances.
What is the dance connected to?.... We are displaying how dance has contributed to our
womanhood and who we are as people. We’re having a human trafficking theme and a speaker
to show that all women deserve a chance.
Is it a fundraiser or free show?.... The show is free however we are having donations to
either a human trafficking organization or to the Salvation Army because they work with human
trafficking awareness.
Why did you chose dance for your Capstone?.... I chose dance because I finally wanted
to try choregeaphing because I’ve been the one dancing and Given choreography so I wanted to
see what it’s like to be on the other end of things and get to play around with my artistic side a
little bit more.

Photo by ava henson

inside the mind: Sammy Brown
What’s your capstone focused around?.... My capstone is focused on how
Alzheimer’s can chemically affect the brain. Mainly how a certain chemical imbalance can
cause someone to loose their memory.
How does the brain tie in?.... I, with the help of Mr. Tuttle, 3-D printed an anatomically
correct brain.
Do you or Mr. Tuttle own a 3-D printer?.... Yes, he does so he printed it for me.
Could you talk about the autopsy portion of your capstone?.... Okay, so in
addition to my 3D printed brain I also get to do a brain removal dissection on a human
cadaver, meaning we will perform an autopsy and I will assist the pathologist. I will get to hold
a human brain. The man that we will be doing the autopsy for has suffered dementia, so it’s
similar to my topic.
Photo by sarah martin

onto wall street: Jackson Weaver
What is your capstone on?.... My capstone is on the stock market and more specifically
why people invest large portions of their savings.
Are you doing a product?.... Not entirely, mine is more of a research project so I will not
have a physical hand-held product.
Can you tell me a bit more about your research?.... I am using my mentor
and research to learn how investment firms started and why and I have a PowerPoint
presentation. Then I’m going to New York in December to talk to stock brokers about why
people invest large portions of their money and creating a hypothesis after researching. I
want to own a hedge fund when I’m older so this applies to what I want to do when I’m older
and I thought understanding why would help.
Do you plan on visiting the New York Stock Exchange (headquarters)? .... Yes, in
December.
Do you currently own any stocks?.... Not currently, as I recently took my money out
because I believe the market will have a bad downfall with the upcoming election.
by caroline favret, ‘18
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Thanks,

Obama

A

s President Barack Obama’s administration is ending, it million people more becoming insured.
One of very few complaints I have is that Obama did not
is time to reflect on the accomplishments and struggles
close Guantanamo Bay, and I don’t believe he
of his time in office.
adequately dealt with the Syrian Refugee Crisis.
My personal belief is that the mark of a good
Guantanamo in particular, as Obama had 8 years
President is leaving the country more stable,
to complete a task that he promised would be
secure and hopeful than before his or her term.
done in his first 100 days.
Barack Obama began his first year in office
But given all the problems Obama’s
in 2009 by receiving a Nobel Peace Prize for
administration struggled with, including rampant
strengthening international diplomacy.
racism, birtherism and disrespect for the office
President Obama also inherited the worst
of the Presidency, I am not surprised that a few
economic crisis since the Great Depression – the
important tasks still remain on the to-do list.
housing market crash of 2008. While the crisis
My belief is that President Barack Obama has
was largely handled by the Bush administration,
left behind a legacy that I hope will continue – a
Obama was responsible for the cleanup and for
legacy of inclusion and cooperation.
improving the economy afterwards. Obama’s
by greyson
Barack Obama ran his original campaign on
administration has also seen steady job creation.
van arsdale, ’17
the foundation of hope and change, and it is
2010 saw the beginning of the Affordable
my sincere wish that the next President of the United States
Care Act, more commonly known as Obamacare. By 2016,
follows his lead.
Obamacare and Medicaid expansions have led to about 20

Year of the Wolves... Ended by the Lions?

T

plays on the defensive side of the ball.
he post-season ambitions and championship hopes of
In order for Ohio State to make the four team college football
the 2016 Ohio State football season took a turn for the
playoff, they would have to win out the rest of their challenging
worse on Saturday, Oct. 22. The number two ranked
schedule and win the ever so elusive Big Ten Championship.
Buckeyes ventured to Beaver Stadium in State College, PA to
The Michigan Wolverines, commonly known as “that team
face the unranked Penn State Nittany Lions.
up north” by the Buckeye faithful, are currently
The Buckeyes maintained a narrow lead
ranked number two in the nation and will travel
throughout the game, and it looked like they
to Ohio Stadium on Nov. 26 for the annual
would narrowly escape a game they were
rivalry game between the two schools. This rivalry
projected to win by 18 points.
is arguably the biggest in all of college football,
However, late in the fourth quarter, Penn
and the game this year will likely make or break
State blocked a would-be Ohio State field goal
Ohio State’s season. Assuming they win the rest
and returned it for a touchdown to take a 24-21
of their games leading up to Michigan, which
lead. Ohio State attempted to put together a
include a prime time matchup versus number
late offensive drive to tie or potentially win the
seven Nebraska on Nov. 5, a win versus Michigan
game, but the defense of the Nittany Lions was
would likely propel Ohio State into the Big Ten
too much for the Bucks to handle.
championship game where they would be poised to
The final score of the ESPN primetime game
By Nathan Junk, ‘19 make the college football playoff and compete for
was 24-21 in favor of Penn State. Many fans and
the National Championship. If they were to lose,
football followers were quick to write off the
they would likely attend an average bowl game
remainder of the Buckeyes season given this loss.
with no hopes for a national title.
Even with a loss to an unranked Penn State team, Ohio
Fear not Buckeye fans, the season is far from over. The
State’s college football playoff hopes are very much alive.
Heisman trophy contending quarterback J.T. Barrett continues
Big Ten and National Championship are well within our
to lead the Buckeye offense with great success, and linebacker
reach, all we have to do is continue to win, and beat that
Raekwon McMillan and safety Malik Hooker continue to make
team up north.
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A Generation of
Our Own
Guest Columnist defends Generations Y and Z

M

any of us who pay attention
a-changing.”
to the wide world of social
I defend my generation not happily,
media are familiar with
but wearily (as I’m not sure this
the divisiveness that has surrounded
defense will count for anything,) with
the group of people born in the last
the knowledge, and pride that we are
quarter of the 2oth century. Though
a generation that at the very least
some members of this mass group
asserts itself and says: “I am human.
are now entering middle age while
You cannot treat me as anything less.”
others (such
And though our
as myself) are
voices are different,
entering college,
they are still
this generation
powerful, standing up
is defined by
for rights which in the
technological
past have been taboo,
usage and high
and are now seen
expectations of
(after far too long) as
success.
human decency. We
We are seen all
stand to defend rights
too commonly as
to abortion, to health
whiny freeloaders,
care, to marriage.
a trend which I
Are we the
find concerning.
greatest generation?
We are, it
Certainly not. We
seems, the first
are, if anything, a
by GUEST COLUMNIST
generation to
new lost generation,
ADAM VENRICK, ‘17
have an entitled
still searching to
attitude, but what
find itself in a world
is entitlement? Is it a dirty word? It
that continually proves itself to
is a distinctly American value that we
be dispassionate and indifferent.
must suffer (for lack of a better word)
And with every bad member of our
for an experience to be worthwhile.
generation, there are redeeming
And in years past, we have done so
characteristics. This has been the
more or less quietly.
case through generations that have
Our generation, it seems, is defined come before us. Only the platforms
by a willingness to redefine existence,
for social expression have changed.
which I find amazing. Our traditional
And what was once upon a time a
conceptions of gender roles, the family quiet resentment from parents to
unit, the purpose of religion and work
their more liberated children, now, in
ethic are all being redefined. We are
the face of social media, becomes a
focusing now more on enlightenment
firestorm.
than we have before, as higher
Yes, the times are a-changing. In
education leads to advancements in
some ways for worse. In some ways
medicine, technology and art. And
for the better. And as with any other
while there is some resistance, it is
generation, we’ll never be able to see
evident that, to quote Nobel Winner
what we’ve truly sewn until a new
Bob Dylan: “The times, they are
generation comes to reap it.
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My Nightmare
Before Christmas

I

feel like it’s trendy this year to use the
phrase “triggered”, meaning that a
word, photo, or song has caused the
recollection of a bad memory that often
results in
a mental
breakdown.
Well,
contrary
to most of
the people
who use
this jargon, I
am actually by ELLISE SHAFER, ’17
triggered
by something, and that something is Tim
Burton’s 1993 movie “The Nightmare
Before Christmas”.
I know what you’re thinking: what?! But,
yes. I was traumatized by Tim Burton and I
am ready to admit to it. The reason for this
is that I was exposed to this movie at far
too young of an age by my obsessed aunt
and uncle. I don’t blame them, because it
is rated PG (how, I’m not sure), but I was
scarred and had a recurring nightmare for
years in which the Boogie Man killed me in
my sleep.
If you haven’t seen “The Nightmare
Before Christmas”, here is a short summary.
A living, breathing skeleton by the name
of Jack Skellington (very creative) who is
the “Pumpkin King” of Halloweentown
has an existential crisis and decides that he
doesn’t want to scare people anymore. So,
he devises the genius plan to kidnap Santa
Claus from Christmastown and take over
his role as if no one would notice! Classic.
Oh, and I almost forgot to mention, it’s
also a musical. The opening track, “This is
Halloween” makes me want to cry, it’s so
creepy in itself. And it’s just a song.
I won’t spoil the end for you because I’m
a nice person, but this movie received 94
percent on Rotten Tomatoes. How?
Also confusing is the fact that this movie
tries to transcend both the holidays of
Halloween and Christmas. At what time
are people supposed to watch it, honestly?
So, how about this: don’t watch it at all.
Boycott this film– if not for my sake, then
for the greater good of this world. Thank
you for your time.
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The new face of Instagram

Staff explain the importance of Finstas
Staff editorial

“T

o capture and share the world’s moments.” This is
Instagram’s mission statement, which has inspired
people from Kim Kardashian to Ellen Degeneres to
share moments of their lives using the app.
But in recent years, Instagram has changed from a place to show
your day-to-day events to a numbers game. With every picture
posted, we’re all guilty of refreshing to see the increase in likes and
feeling the twinge of disappointment when the desired number
isn’t hit. Instagram culture has reached a point where we care more
about what others think of our feed than we care about what we
have to share.
The popularity of “Finstagrams” has brought the app back to its
central idea of capturing and sharing the world’s moments. They
are created to share only with your closest friends. This relieves
pressures of a normal Instagram account, and gives people the
ability to post what makes them happy as opposed to what they
think others would want to see. There is no longer a need to take a
picture hundreds of times to get the perfect lighting and angle or
spend hours inspecting your selfies for every flaw, because Finstas
are all about posting the life you actually live, not the one you want
people think you do.
The only caution to take when having a Finsta is the

Editorial cartoon by Dylan Carlson Sirvent

appropriateness of your content. There are many who feel that
because you are a private account and regulate who sees your posts
that you are free to post whatever you want. Finsta owners should
take caution when sharing and remember that there are still ways
for your pictures to be found by colleges or future employers.
When used appropriately, Finstas are a fun way to capture and
share real moments in people’s lives, not just to share the ones that
will get the highest amount of likes.

What’s your favorite thing
to do during the fall?

Eight students respond to a question in eight words

Going to the park and
seeing the leaves.

Walking in the corn maze
with my friends.

Freshman Jonah Kearney

I like being with friends
at football games.
Freshman Jesse Price

sophomore CJ Ibe

I enjoy seeing the leaves
changing their colors.
sophomore Sheila Arman

Enjoying the sweet breeze
and smell of pumpkins.
junior Jackson Sloan

I can’t pick just one thing
I love.
Junior Ellie Flowers

I like going to haunted
houses with friends.
senior Miles Withers

I enjoy picking apples at
Lynd’s Fruit Farm.
senior lindsey Spangler

eight in eight compiled by Matthew Shepherd, ‘19
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Renz & Associates, Inc
Environmental Geologists

Providing Expert Advice to Business

Phase I Environmental
Assessments

Phase II Environmental
Assessments

Soil & Ground Water
Remediation

Underground Storage Tank
Studies
(614) 538-0451
www.renzandassociates.com

LEARN MORE & APPLY AT CCAD.EDU/APPLY
#MYCCAD
ccadedu

ccadedu.tumblr.com

ccadedu

facebook.com/ccadedu
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Assessments
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Assessments
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Remediation
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(614) 538-0451
www.renzandassociates.com

NORWESTER 2017: Inside the UA Bubble
SENIOR PORTRAITS
DUE JAN. 4, 2017!
inside

the

UA
bubble

NORWESTER 2017

Go to http://tinyurl.com/NORWESTER2017
to pre-order your 2017 Norwester yearbook
today! The price will increase in January.

Email your high-resolution digital image (not a screen shot)
to norwester@uaschools.org as soon as possible. Please
title the image file with the senior’s name as you would like
it to appear in the yearbook.

•••••

The pose should be a head and shoulders shot; no costumes
or “props” should be used in the photo. If a senior portrait is
not provided for the book, the student’s school picture will
be used (if available). All senior images will be previewed
in a late-January Schoology post for seniors to review; they
can notify the staff if changes are needed.

SENIORS: SCHEDULE YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT SESSION NOW
to insure your photographer can email your senior portrait by Jan. 4, 2017!

